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ABSTRACT 

Energy conservation and generation has become the need of the hour. Through this paper, we have discussed the magnitude of 
voltage and current flowing through a campus, variation of peak load and calculation of maximum demand. Considerable 
energy saving measures is given such as induction of new technology, and power factor correction. An alert indicating the rise 
in power consumption is used as a monitoring system. Further, generation of solar energy to suffice a percentage need of the 
campus has been suggested.  
Keywords: Energy Management, Energy Conservation, Power Factor correction, Alert System, Solar Energy 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Energy Management or Audit is a preliminary activity towards instituting energy efficient programs in an 

establishment. It consists of activities that identify where energy is being consumed and assesses energy cutback 
opportunities leading to an energy saving program. The report establishes the need for plant metering and monitoring, 
enabling the institutionalization of the practice and hence achieving effective cost cutting.  

2.OBJECTIVE OF ENERGY AUDIT 
The aim of energy audit is to reduce the energy utilization and extent of waste energy, and to adopt effective 

conservation techniques for the cost benefit analysis. During an event of high energy utilization, an alert is generated 
for suitable monitoring. A part of the load demand is met by solar generation.  

 
3. CONTENTS OF ENERGY AUDIT 

An energy management procedure seeks to document things like energy being used on site per year which includes 
use of energy and opportunities for savings. In the process it assesses the effectiveness of management structure for 
controlling energy usage and implementing changes. The energy audit report establishes the need for plant metering 
and monitoring. The plant manager then institutionalizes the practices thus saving money for the years to come. The 
energy audit action plan lists the steps and sets the preliminary budget for energy management program. 

4. SIGNIFICANCE OF ENERGY AUDIT 
This energy audit assumes significance due to the fact that the Easwari Engineering College electricity bill had 

amounted to more than Rs. 64 lakhs during 2012, and it was aimed at obtaining a detailed idea about the various end 
use energy consumption activities and identifying, enumerating and evaluating the possible energy savings 
opportunities. The target is to achieve savings in the electrical energy consumption to the extent of 20%. 

5. PRESENT SCENARIO - EEC 
Easwari Engineering College, a part of SRM Group of Institutions, is supplied electricity from three transformers; 

two 500 kVA transformers and one 100 kVA transformer. Five service lines are taken from one 500 kVA transformer 
while the other 500 kVA transformer supplies to four service lines. The single 100 kVA transformer delivers to one 
service line. A total of 10 service connections are supplied from the three transformers installed. They are listed below 
 

i. TRANSFORMER (500 kVA) 
 Main Block (104.5 kW) – delivers to the labs not supplied from other tapped services to the Main Block. 
 Sivasakthi Hostel (100 kW) – delivers to the Sivasakthi Hostel 
 PG Block (97 kW) – delivers to the PG Block except Auditorium 
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 Electronics Block I (101 kW) – delivers to the Electronics Block and Office. 
 Workshop I (107.05 kW) – delivers to the Workshop I and Civil Block 

 

 
 

ii. TRANSFORMER (100 kVA) 
 Mechanical Block (107 kW) – delivers to the Mechanical Block 

 

 
 

iii. TRANSFORMER (500 kVA) 
 Chellammal Hostel (107 kW) – delivers to the Chellammal Hostel and Main Block  
 Om Vinayaga Hostel (109 kW) – delivers to the Om Vinayaga Hostel and Main Block  
 SM Lab (106.25 kW) – delivers to the SM Lab, Stores, Electronics Block II (English department) and Main 

Block Workshop II (106.05 kW) – delivers to the Workshop II and Auditorium 
 

 
 
 

The total load demand for the 10 service connections are listed below 
 

Table 1. Load details in EEC 
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S.No 

 
SUPPLY LINE 

TOTAL LOAD DEMAND (in kW) 

LT1 Chellamma Hostel 176.305 

LT2 Om Vinayaga Hostel 94.395 

LT3 Workshop 1 259.108 

LT4 Mechanical Block 162.680 

LT5 PG Block 211.402 

LT6 Electronics Block 288.739 

LT7 Main Block 261.136 

LT8 Sivasakthi Hostel 28.255 

LT9 Workshop 2 47.173 

LT10 SM Lab 195.370 

 Total 1724.561 

 
 
The static load measurement was carried out in the entire campus and data grouped based on the service supplies. The 
loads were segregated based on the end use as lighting, fans, air conditioning, computers, and miscellaneous. 
Quantification, types and necessary measurements were carried out. The details are given below 
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Fig 1. Distribution of Connected Load 

 
The monthly energy consumption is used to observe the energy demands of the end-uses and tabulated with the 
expenditure in procuring the same. The number of units or kWh consumed in a year by the entire campus is found out 
from the monthly consumption details. The charges paid for the utilization of the total number of units is studied from 
the electricity bill. From the obtained values, the Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) can be calculated by dividing the 
Total Cost by the Total number of Units. This is a valuable method of identifying saving opportunities. 
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Table 2. Energy Consumption - 2012 
 
Month/Year 

 
Total number of Units 
(kWh) 

 
Total Cost  
(INR) 

Specific Energy 
Consumption (INR/kWh) 

Jan 2012 85138 459775 5.400 
Feb 2012 86161.8 562207 6.525 
Mar 2012 105536.4 564129 5.345 
Apr 2012 102680.8 623730 6.074 
May 2012 86108.4 537174 6.238 
Jun 2012 59512.4 338546 5.689 
Jul 2012 100368.4 612820 6.106 
Aug 2012 105971.2 649307 6.127 
Sep 2012 111561.6 677999 6.077 
Oct 2012 90910.4 569331 6.263 
Nov 2012 83570 526518 6.300 
Dec 2012 61526.4 480023 7.802 
Year 2012 1079045 6601559 6.118 

  

 
Fig 2. Annual Energy Consumption Curve 

 

From the monthly energy consumption graph above, it can be seen quite clearly that, during the months of August-
September and March-April the energy usage is quite high owing to the regular functioning of laboratories, and in the 
months of June and December, the utilization is under control. 

6. DYNAMIC LOAD ANALYSIS 
The dynamic load analysis was conducted during 9 am – 3:45 pm and various inferences drawn for each service 

connection. The average power consumed in one hour was calculated to determine the number of units consumed in 
that particular day. On an average, the campus draws 2790 units of power on a single day.  
The total static load demand in the college is 1.725 MW and the power distributed from the transformers at 0.8 P.F. is 
only 880 kW.  

 Total Load Demand = 1.725 MW 
 Total Input Supply = 880 MW 
 Imbalance in value of line currents at each service 
 Non-working capacitor banks 
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Fig 3. Daily load curve of EEC 

7. ENERGY CONSERVATION 
Energy conservation is the reduced usage of an energy service to cut-down the energy consumption. Even though 
energy conservation reduces the energy services, it can result in increased financial capital, environmental quality, 
national security, and personal financial security. It is at the top of the sustainable energy hierarchy. 
 

Payback period: 

Payback period refers to the period of time required for the return on an investment to repay the sum of the original 
investment. The time value of money is not taken into account. Payback period intuitively measures how long 
something takes to “pay for itself”. All else being equal, shorter payback periods are preferable to longer payback 
periods. Payback period is widely used because of its ease of use despite the recognized limitations. 
The payback period is the most commonly used measure to assess the cost effectiveness of incorporating energy 
efficiency into rehabilitation decisions. When determining the payback period of an energy efficiency method, the 
following information can be obtained. 
 

 Purchase price of the measure 
 Installation cost of the measure 
 Cost of energy 
 Amount of energy saved by using the energy efficiency measure. 

 
7.1 Replacing of Lights: 
 
There are a total of 2543 fluorescent tube lights, of which, most are 40 W rating. Considering all the tube lights of 40 
W, the total energy consumption from lighting would be 101.720 kWh. Taking the unit cost from the SEC of Table 1 
(INR 6.12/kWh), the cost in operating the 40 W tube lights would be INR 622.53/hour.  
Philips has TL-D Super 80 Linear fluorescent tube which draws only 18 W of power. The cost of each tube light is INR 
100 and the total investment would be INR 254300. The total energy consumption, if all the tube lights are replaced, 
would be 45.774 kWh, and the operating cost INR 280.14/hour. 
 
Let us consider 8 hours of operation of the tube lights in a day.  
Cost of operation of 40 W tube light  = INR 4980.24 
Cost of operation of 18 W tube light  = INR 2241 
Savings per day     = INR 2739.24 
Payback period     = Total investment / Savings per day 

= 93 days (3 months) 
 
7.2 Replacement of Fans: 
 
There are approximately 1700 ceiling fans used in the campus which draw a power of 80 W each. The total energy 
consumption from the fans would be 136 kWh and the cost of operation at INR 6.12/unit would be INR 832.32/hour. 
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Orient has Energy Star, and energy saver fan that draws only 48 W of power. The cost of each fan is estimated at INR 
1800 and the total investment would be INR 3060000. The total energy consumption, if all the fans are replaced, would 
be 81.6 kWh, and the operating cost INR 500/hour. 
 
Let us consider 8 hours of operation of the fans in a day.  
Cost of operation of 80 W fan   = INR 6658.56 
Cost of operation of 48 W fan   = INR 4000 
Savings per day     = INR 2658.56 
Payback period     = Total investment / Savings per day 
        = 1151 days (3 years 3 months) 
 
7.3 Saving in Desktop computers: 
 
The replacement of desktop systems requires a very high investment. Instead, certain power saving options may be 
carried out to conserve the amount of energy which may be wasted by the improper maintenance of the desktop 
computers. 
 

 Configuring the monitor to turn off or enter power-saving mode after 20 minutes (or less) of inactivity, and the 
hard drive to turning off after 30 minutes of inactivity. This can be done from the Power Options icon located in 
the Windows Control Panel. 

 Adjust the brightness on the monitor. The brighter a monitor, the more energy it uses.  
 Enabling a monitor’s power-saving mode that places the monitor in a “sleep” state until activity from the mouse 

or keyboard is detected. 
 

These are some of the small changes that can result in an effective energy conservation strategy. Enabling the 
automatic “sleep” mode in the computer reduces the energy consumption greatly. It has been proved that the energy 
consumption in “sleep” mode is anything between 1 W and 6 W, comparing to the 150 W consumption while the 
computer in switched ON. 
 
7.4  Maintenance of Air Conditioners: 
 
It is necessary to carry out proper maintenance procedures. Neglecting necessary maintenance ensures a steady decline 
in air conditioning performance while energy use steadily increases.  
 

 Air Conditioner Filters - The most important maintenance task that will ensure the efficiency of the air conditioner is 
to routinely replace or clean the filters. Clogged, dirty filters block normal air flow and reduce a system’s 
efficiency significantly. Filters require frequent attention if the air conditioner is in constant use, or subjected to 
dusty conditions. 

 Air Conditioner Coils - The air conditioner evaporator coil and condenser coil collect dirt over the years of service. 
This dirt reduces air flow and insulates the coil which reduces the ability to absorb heat. 
 

8. POWER FACTOR CORRECTION 
The power factor of an AC electrical power system is defined as the ratio of the real power flowing to the load, to the 
apparent power in the circuit, and is a dimensionless number between -1 and 1. Real power is the capacity of the circuit 
for performing work in a particular time. Apparent power is the product of the current and voltage of the circuit. Due to 
energy stored in the load and returned to the source, or due to a non-linear load that distorts the wave shape of the 
current drawn from the source, the apparent power will be greater than the real power. 
 
Advantages 

 A reduction in electricity charges. 
 High power factor eliminates utility power factor penalties. 
 High power factor reduces the I2R losses of transformers and distribution equipment.  
 A reduction in the heat in cables, switchgear, transformers, and alternators will also prolong the life of such 

equipment. 
 

Use of Capacitor Banks: 
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A capacitor bank is a grouping of several identical capacitors interconnected in parallel or in series with one another. 
These groups of capacitors are typically used to correct or counteract undesirable characteristics, such as power 
factor lag or phase shifts inherent in alternating current (AC) electrical power supplies. Capacitor banks may also be 
used in direct current (DC) power supplies to increase stored energy and improve the ripple current capacity of 
the power supply. 
 
• Most of the loads inductive in nature 
• Current lags behind the voltage by certain angle giving rise to a power factor 
• Power factor should be maximum to minimize losses 
• The capacitor bank effects a change in the power factor 
• Current advances and the angle between voltage and current is reduced 
• Effective capacitor banks should give a PF of minimum 0.98 

 
kVAR Calculation 
Static capacitors are installed in order to improve the power factor and hence the power consumption in a particular 
service line connection. The kVAR value of the capacitor to be installed in order to achieve the desired power factor is 
calculated by the following formulae. 
 
Existing power factor = kWh/kVAh 
kW = kVA (recorded demand) * initial power factor 
Required capacitor kVAR = kW * Multiplying factor 
 
The required values of kWh, kVAh were found for the service lines at our campus. The kVAR value of capacitors that 
need to be installed in order to achieve 0.98 P.F. was calculated 
 

Table 3. Capacitor kVAR to achieve 0.98 pf 

 
 

9. ALERT SYSTEM FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION 
Big institutions like college, offices, hotels, etc., consume more power than houses and apartments. A monitoring 
system is developed to continuously monitor the magnitude of energy flow in a service line connection. A threshold 
value of power is set and on an event of power flow more than the threshold, an alert signal is generated and 
transmitted. This transmitted RF signal is received by the receiver connected to a system which indicates the alert.  

 

Transmitter: 
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Fig 4. Transmitter section 

 
A PIC16F877 controller is the main part of the transmitter. The main advantage of this controller is that it has Reduced 
Instruction set compared to 8081. It also has an Inbuilt EEPROM and an ADC which results in reduced size. The other 
parts present are Signal conditioning circuit, Encoder and 433Mhz RF Module. Keypad is used to set the threshold 
value. 
Receiver: 

 
Fig 5. Receiver Section 

 
Here, an RF module, Decoder and a Level converter are used. The Level converter’s output is then sent to the PC.  
 
Working: 
A current transformer (CT) is used for measurement of electric currents. When current in a circuit is too high to 
directly apply to measuring instruments, a current transformer produces a reduced current accurately proportional to 
the current in the circuit, which can be conveniently connected to measuring and recording instruments. The signal 
conditioning circuit manipulates the analog signal in such a way that it meets the requirements of the next stage for 
further processing. The PIC controller compares the value of power consumed from the magnitude of current received 
from the SCC with the threshold value of power set. When the power consumed is more than the threshold, signals are 
sent to the encoder which encodes the signal and transmits the alert through the RF434 transmitter. 
The RF434 receiver gets the alert signal which is decoded by the decoder before sending it to the PIC controller on the 
receiver side. The PIC controller triggers the operation of the Level Converter, an amplifier that converts non-standard 
positive or negative logic input voltages to standard DTL or other logic levels. This is connected to the system through 
a RS232 cable. The system, programmed with Visual Basic detects the higher usage of power and flashes the alert 
message accordingly. 
This is basic working of the Alert System to detect higher energy consumption. The practical working is shown below. 
First we set the threshold value as 40W. 
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Then we connected a 40W bulb to the circuit and the input reading is as shown in the figure 
 

 
 
Since it is the same as the threshold value mentioned, the readings at the PC is displayed as shown below 
 

 
 
 
Now we changed to a 60W bulb. Since it was above the threshold value mentioned, the readings at the PC was 
 

 
 
Thus by constant monitoring, we can determine at which times the load exceeds and we can take necessary preventive 
actions 
 

10. SOLAR ENERGY GENERATION 

Solar energy technologies can make considerable contributions to solving some of the most urgent energy problems the 
world now faces.  

 
Solar energy systems reduce up to 100% your electricity costs, depending on system size. Utility prices are only going 
up every year. Solar energy provides you security from rising electricity rates and interrupted power supply. Solar 
technologies are broadly characterized as either passive solar or active solar depending on the way they capture, convert 
and distribute solar energy. Active solar techniques include the use of photovoltaic panels and solar thermal collectors 
to harness the energy. Passive solar techniques include orienting a building to the Sun, selecting materials with 
favorable thermal mass or light dispersing properties, and designing spaces that naturally circulate air. 
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Fig 6. Solar energy harvesting 

Solar power is the conversion of sunlight into electricity, either directly using photovoltaic (PV), or indirectly 
using Concentrated Solar Power (CSP). CSP systems use lenses or mirrors and tracking systems to focus a large area of 
sunlight into a small beam. The concentrated heat is then used as a heat source for a conventional power plant.  
There are two possibilities to Generate power from Solar Energy 
Roof Top System – In this segment, you can install solar power plant on your roof, produce electricity in the day time 
and directly convert them into AC power and use for loads. This system is for applications above 100 KW upto MW 
size.  
Off Grid System – In this segment, you can install solar power plant on your roof top, generate electricity and store it 
in the battery. Generally these systems are highly suitable for power cut situations and for capacities ranging from 1 
KW to 100 KW. 
For an educational institution for which the solar power has to be generated, there has to be enough area to place the 
panels and in the direction best suited so that solar energy can be utilised all throughout the day. The roof can be flat or 
angular south facing. Inverters and batteries should be placed near the distribution box. 
 
 

Table 4. 10 kW Solar Power 

 
 
A 10KW Solar power generation system requires 40 solar modules of size 250W with 12KVA inverter and 10 battery 
sets of 12V * 150AH. This will provide a system voltage of 120V. This would generate around 15000 units with an 
assumption that it generates 50 units a day for 10 months a year which would be around 3 lakh units for 20 years. 
 

11. CONCLUSION 
 This paper provides vital information about the energy scenario at the Easwari Engineering College campus. It helps 

to identify the load shared among the 10 service connections installed and the various loads present in the 
academia.  
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 From the above work it can be inferred that lighting can be improved and effective replacements done at a shorter 
Payback period, which results in the lower consumption of energy. Also, the fan load can also be made energy 
efficient by making suitable investments.  

 The installation of capacitor bank would prove really useful in improving the power factor and thus effectively 
curbing the current consumption in the campus. As for other equipments, proper maintenance and monitoring will 
result in reduced utilization of power. 

 Generation of solar energy to supply to the loads will reduce the electricity charges greatly as only the initial capital 
investment has to be made. 

 Results obtained from this project are applicable for all educational institutions and it provides the way for reduction 
in the energy demand. The reduced energy demand can provide more flexibility in choosing the most preferred 
methods of energy production. 

 It has been observed that energy savings of at least 20% of the total consumption can be obtained. It is advised to 
conduct energy audit in the campus periodically, to achieve efficient utilization of energy. 
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